
Please enter your participant ID

What is your sex?

How old are you?

What is your ethnicity/race (please circle an option below)?

First Nations, Inuit, Metis

Black

East Asian

Hispanic

Middle Eastern

South Asian

South East Asian

West Indian

White

Multi-ethnic

Other (please specify):



Please indicate your yearly income

 Under $5,000

 $5,000 to $9,999

 $10,000 to $14,999

 $15,000 to $19,999

 $20,000 to $24,999

 $25,000 to $29,999

 $30,000 to $34,999

 $35,000 to $39,999

 $40,000 to $44,999

 $45,000 to $49,999

 $50,000 to $59,999

 $60,000 to $69,999

 $70,000 to $79,999

 $80,000 to $89,999

 $90,000 to $99,999

 $100,000 to $124,999

 $125,000 to $149,999

 $150,000 and over



What is your socio-economic status (circle your selection)?

I am...
Poor

Working class

Middle class

Upper Middle class

Upper class

Extremely rich

What is your current level of education?
 Some high school (no diploma)

 High school graduate

 Some college or university (no degree)

 Bachelor's degree

 Master's degree

 Professional degree

 Doctoral degree

Other (please specify)



What is your mother's/guardian's current level of education?

 Some high school (no diploma)

 High school graduate

 Some college or university (no degree)

 Bachelor's degree

 Master's degree

 Professional degree

 Doctoral degree

Other (please specify)

What is your father's/guardian's current level of education?

 Some high school (no diploma)

 High school graduate

 Some college or university (no degree)

 Bachelor's degree

 Master's degree

 Professional degree

 Doctoral degree

Other (please specify)



Many people have some good friends they feel close to. Who are your closest friends? Please list the first names of up to 6 of 
your closest friends.

First Names of 6 
Closest Friends

How close do you feel to this friend?* Sex of 
friend*

Age of 
friend

Race of friend** SES of 
friend**

Is friend 
romantic 
partner 
and/or best 
friend?*

Not at 
all

Moderatel
y 

close

Extremel
y 

close

Example: Daliah 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 F M 23 2 4 RP BF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7  F M RP BF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 F M RP BF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 F M RP BF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 F M RP BF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 F M RP BF

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 F M RP BF
*Circle those that apply.
** For race and SES please enter the numbers that correspond to the appropriate selections below.

1. First Nations, Inuit, Metis
2. Black
3. East Asian
4. Hispanic
5. Middle Eastern
6. South Asian
7. South East Asian
8. West Indian
9. White
10.Multi-ethnic
11. Other (please specify):

1. Poor
2. Working class
3. Middle class
4. Upper Middle class
5. Upper class
6. Extremely rich



Please rate each statement using the scale provided

I see myself as...

Disagree

Strongly

Disagree

moderately

Disagree a

Little

Neither

Agree nor

Disagree

Agree a

Little

Agree

moderately

Strongly

Agree

extraverted, enthusiastic        
critical, quarrelsome        
dependable, self-disciplined        
anxious, easily upset        
open to new experiences, complex        
reserved, quiet        
sympathetic, warm        
disorganized, careless        
calm, emotionally stable        
conventional, uncreative        



The following are statements about material objects. Using the scale below, indicate the extent to which you agree 
with the following statements

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Silghtly

Disagree
Neutral

Slightly
Agree

Agree
Strongly
Agree

I admire people who own expensive homes, cars, and 
clothes.        

Some of the most important achievements in life 
include acquiring material possessions.        

I don’t place much emphasis on the amount of material 
objects people own as a sign of success.        

The things I own say a lot about how well I’m doing in 
life.        

I like to own things that impress people.        
I try to keep my life simple, as far as possessions are 
concerned.        

The things I own aren’t all that important to me.        
Buying things gives me a lot of pleasure.        
I like a lot of luxury in my life.        
I put less emphasis on material things than most 
people I know.        

I have all the things I really need to enjoy life.        
My life would be better if I owned certain things I don’t 
have.        

I wouldn’t be any happier if I owned nicer things.        
I’d be happier if I could afford to buy more things.        
It sometimes bothers me quite a bit that I can’t afford to 
buy all the things I’d like.        



Following are statements about money. Using the scale below, indicate the extent to which you agree with the 
following statements.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree
Somewhat
disagree

Neither Disagree
or Agree

Somewhat
agree

Agree
Strongly
Agree

I value money very highly.        
Money is attractive.        
Money represents one’s achievement.        
Money is the most important thing 
(goal) in my life.        

Money is a symbol of success.        
Money makes people respect you in 
the community.        

Money will help you express your 
competence and abilities.        

Money can bring you many friends.        
Money gives you autonomy and 
freedom.        

Money means power.        
Money can give you the opportunity to 
be what you want to be.        

Lots of money is better than sex.        
Money is sexy.        
When I have lots of money, I feel a bit 
giddy.        

When I have money I feel excited.        
When I have lots of money, I feel like I 
am invincible.        

Money is often better than romance.        
Money is more predictable than social 
relationships.        

There's only one thing that matters in 
this world: money.        



Following are statements about money. Using the scale below, indicate the extent to which you agree with the 
following statements.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree
Somewhat
disagree

Neither Disagree
or Agree

Somewhat
agree

Agree
Strongly
Agree

Money enables me to get things done.        
Without money I feel unhappy.        
Money enables me to take 
responsibility.        

Having money in the bank makes me 
feel good.        

Money empowers me to make 
decisions.        

Money can give you the opportunity to 
feel joy.        

Money buys happiness.        
When I have money I am more 
capable.        

Having money gives me confidence in 
what I am doing.        

Money enables me to live my life any 
way I want to.        

Money empowers my actions.        
Without money, I am ineffective.        
Money gives me social currency        
When I have money I feel happy.        
Money makes me effective.        
Money enables me to do things 
independently.        

With money, I can achieve my goals 
without the help of others.        

Money gives me freedom.        
With money, I can get by without the 
help of others.        

Money allows me to relax my reliance 
on other people.        



Indicate the degree to which each statement is characteristic or true of you.
Not at all Slightly Moderately Very Extremely

I often feel nervous even in casual get-
togethers.      

I usually feel uncomfortable when I am in a 
group of people I don't know.      

Parties often make me feel anxious and 
uncomfortable.      

I am probably less shy in social interactions 
than most people.      

I sometimes feel tense when talking to people 
of my own sex if I don't know them very well.      

I wish I had more confidence in social 
situations.      

I seldom feel anxious in social situations.      
In general, I am a shy person.      
I usually feel relaxed around other people, even 
people who are quite different from me.      

Indicate the extent to which each statement is characteristic or true of you.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree
Neither agree nor

disagree
Agree

Strongly
agree

I usually seek out new opportunities or experiences.      
I generally prefer to have more familiarity and stability.      
Trying new things is important for me to stay happy.      
I place a lot of importance on experiencing new things.      
I enjoy gaining a more thorough understanding of something I 
already know.      

Once I have a basic understanding of something, I do not feel it is 
necessary to learn more about it.      

Trying to learn more about something I already understand is 
usually not worth the effort.      

Exploring something in depth is usually pretty tedious and boring.      
There are better ways to spend my time than trying to learn more 
about something I basically understand.      



State how much you agree or disagree with each of the following items by rating them on this scale.
Totally

disagree
Strongly
disagree

Slightly
disagree

Slightly
agree

Strongly
agree

Totally
agree

Overall, I am a worthwhile person.       
I am easier to get to know than most people.       
I feel confident that other people will be there for 
me when I need them.       

I prefer to depend on myself rather than other 
people.       

I prefer to keep to myself.       
To ask for help is to admit that you are a failure.       
People's worth should be judged by what they 
achieve.       

Achieving things is more important than building 
relationships.       

Doing your best is more important than getting on 
with others.       

If you've got a job to do, you should do it no matter 
who gets hurt.       

It's important to me that others like me.       
It's important to me to avoid doing things that 
others won't like.       

I find it hard to make a decision unless I know 
what other people think.       

My relationships with others are generally 
superficial.       

Sometimes I think I am no good at all.       
I find it hard to trust other people.       
I find it difficult to depend on others.       
I find that others are reluctant to get as close as I 
would like.       

I find it relatively easy to get close to other people.       
I find it easy to trust others.       



State how much you agree or disagree with each of the following items by rating them on this scale.
Totally

disagree
Strongly
disagree

Slightly
disagree

Slightly
agree

Strongly
agree

Totally
agree

I feel comfortable depending on other people.       
I worry that others won't care about me as much as I 
care about them.       

I worry about people getting too close.       
I worry that I won't measure up to other people.       
I have mixed feelings about being close to others.       
While I want to get close to others, I feel uneasy 
about it.       

I wonder why people would want to be involved with 
me.       

It's very important to me to have a close 
relationship.       

I worry a lot about my relationships.       
I wonder how I would cope without someone to love 
me.       

I feel confident about relating to others.       
I often feel left out or alone.       
I often worry that I do not really fit with other people.       
Other people have their own problems, so I don't 
bother them with mine.       

When I talk over my problems with others, I 
generally feel ashamed or foolish.       

I am too busy with other activities to put much time 
into relationships.       

If something is bothering me, others are generally 
aware and concerned.       

I am confident that other people will like and respect 
me.       

I get frustrated when others are not available when I 
need them.       

Other people often disappoint me.       



To help us understand your general approach to life and your views about yourself, others, and life in general, tell us 
the extent to which the following statements reflect your experiences at this point in your life. Select a number from 1 
to 6 on the scale provided with each statement to rate the extent to which you agree with it. Please answer according 
to what really reflects your experience rather than what you think your experience should be.

Disagree
strongly

Disagree
moderately

Disagree
slightly

Agree
slightly

Agree
moderately

Agree
strongly

I can accept the flow of events in my life without 
hanging onto them or pushing them away.       

I can let go of regrets and feelings of dissatisfaction 
about the past.       

I find I can be calm and/or happy even if things are not 
going my way.       

I have a hard time appreciating others’ successes 
when they outperform me.       

I can remain open to what life offers me regardless of 
whether it seems desirable or undesirable at a 
particular time.

      

I can enjoy pleasant experiences without needing them 
to last forever.       

I view the problems that enter my life as things/issues 
to work on rather than reasons for becoming 
disheartened or demoralized.

      

I can enjoy my possessions without being upset when 
they are damaged or destroyed.       

The amount of money I have is not important to my 
sense of who I am.       

I do not go out of my way to cover up or deny my 
negative qualities or mistakes.       



To help us understand your general approach to life and your views about yourself, others, and life in general, tell us 
the extent to which the following statements reflect your experiences at this point in your life. Select a number from 1 
to 6 on the scale provided with each statement to rate the extent to which you agree with it. Please answer according 
to what really reflects your experience rather than what you think your experience should be.

Disagree
strongly

Disagree
moderately

Disagree
slightly

Agree
slightly

Agree
moderately

Agree
strongly

I accept my flaws.       
I can enjoy my family and friends without feeling I need to 
hang on to them.       

If things aren’t turning out the way I want, I get upset.       
I can enjoy the pleasures of life without feeling sad or 
frustrated when they end.       

I can take joy in others’ achievements without feeling 
envious.       

I find I can be happy almost regardless of what is going 
on in my life.       

Instead of avoiding or denying life’s difficulties, I face up 
to them.       

I am open to reflecting on my past mistakes and failings.       
I do not get “hung up” on wanting an “ideal” or “perfect” 
life.       

I am comfortable being an ordinary, less than perfect 
human being.       

I can remain open to thoughts and feelings that come into 
my mind, even if they are negative or painful.       

I can see my own problems and shortcomings without 
trying to blame them on someone or something outside 
myself.

      

When pleasant experiences end, I am fine moving on to 
what comes next.       

I am often preoccupied by threats or fears.       
I am not possessive of the people I love.       
I do not have to hang on to the people I love at all costs; I 
can let them go if they wish to go.       

I do not feel I need to escape or avoid bad experiences in       



Disagree
strongly

Disagree
moderately

Disagree
slightly

Agree
slightly

Agree
moderately

Agree
strongly

my life.
I can admit my shortcomings without shame or 
embarrassment.       

I experience and acknowledge grief following significant 
losses, but do not become overwhelmed, devastated, or 
incapable of meeting life’s other demands.

      

I am not possessive of the things I own.       



The following statements inquire about your thoughts and feelings in a variety of situations. For each item, indicate 
how well it describes you by choosing the appropriate number on the scale provided. READ EACH ITEM CAREFULLY 
BEFORE RESPONDING. Answer as honestly as you can.

Does not describe
me well

Describes me very
well

I daydream and fantasize, with some regularity, about things that might 
happen to me.      

I often have tender, concerned feelings for people less fortunate than me.      
I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the "other guy's" point of view.      
Sometimes I don't feel very sorry for other people when they are having 
problems.      

I really get involved with the feelings of the characters in a novel.      
In emergency situations, I feel apprehensive and ill-at-ease.      
I am usually objective when I watch a movie or play, and I don't often get 
completely caught up in it.      

I try to look at everybody's side of a disagreement before I make a decision.      
When I see someone being taken advantage of, I feel kind of protective 
towards them.      

I sometimes feel helpless when I am in the middle of a very emotional 
situation.      

I sometimes try to understand my friends better by imagining how things look 
from their perspective.      

Becoming extremely involved in a good book or movie is somewhat rare for 
me.      

When I see someone get hurt, I tend to remain calm.      
Other people's misfortunes do not usually disturb me a great deal.      
If I'm sure I'm right about something, I don't waste much time listening to 
other people's arguments.      



The following statements inquire about your thoughts and feelings in a variety of situations. For each item, indicate 
how well it describes you by choosing the appropriate rating on the scale provided. READ EACH ITEM CAREFULLY 
BEFORE RESPONDING. Answer as honestly as you can.

Does not describe
me well

Describes me
very well

After seeing a play or movie, I have felt as though I were one of the characters.      
Being in a tense emotional situation scares me.      
When I see someone being treated unfairly, I sometimes don't feel very much 
pity for them.      

I am usually pretty effective in dealing with emergencies.      
I am often quite touched by things that I see happen.      
I believe that there are two sides to every question and try to look at them both.      
I would describe myself as a pretty soft-hearted person.      
When I watch a good movie, I can very easily put myself in the place of a 
leading character.      

I tend to lose control during emergencies.      
When I'm upset at someone, I usually try to "put myself in his shoes" for a while.      
When I am reading an interesting story or novel, I imagine how I would feel if the 
events in the story were happening to me.      

When I see someone who badly needs help in an emergency, I go to pieces.      
Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in their 
place.      



Using the scale provided, please indicate whether each of these statements applies to you.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree
Somewhat
disagree

Neither
disagree or

agree

Somewhat
agree

Agree
Strongly

agree

Having close friends is not as important as many 
people say.        

I never had really close friends in high school.        
I prefer watching television to going out with 
other people.        

Just being with friends can make me feel really 
good.        

I’m much too independent to really get involved 
with other people.        

I prefer hobbies and leisure activities that do not 
involve other people.        

I don’t really feel very close to my friends.        
People who try to get to know me better usually 
give up after awhile.        

Knowing that I have friends who care about me 
gives me a sense of security.        

People are usually better off if they stay aloof 
from emotional involvements with most others.        

If given the choice, I would much rather be with 
others than be alone.        

Although there are things that I enjoy doing by 
myself, I usually seem to have more fun when I 
do things with other people.

       

I feel pleased and gratified as I learn more and 
more about the emotional life of my friends.        

When things are going really good for my close 
friends, it makes me feel good too.        

Making new friends isn’t worth the energy it 
takes.        



On the following pages you will respond to questions about your perceptions of your partner and the upcoming task that you will 
perform together.



Directions: Please indicate your agreement with each statement according to how you are feeling right now about the 
task that you are about to complete.

Strongly
disagree

Disagree
Somewhat
disagree

Neutral
Somewhat

agree
Agree

Strongly
Agree

The upcoming task is very demanding.        
I am very uncertain about how I will perform 
during the upcoming task.        

The upcoming task will take a lot of effort to 
complete.        

The upcoming task is very stressful.        
I have the abilities to perform the upcoming 
task successfully.        

It is very important to me that I perform well 
this task.        

I’m the kind of person that does well in these 
types of situations.        

A poor performance on this task would be very 
distressing for me.        

I expect to perform well on this task.        
I view the upcoming task as a positive 
challenge.        

I think the upcoming task represents a threat to 
me.        



Using the scale provided, please indicate how true each statement is of you regarding your upcoming interaction.
Totally
untrue

Untrue
Somewhat

untrue
Undecided

Somewhat
true

True
Totally

true
It is easy for me to imagine how the upcoming interaction 
will go.        

I can visualize how interacting with my partner will be.        
It is not too hard for me to think of how my time with my 
partner will unfold.        

Even though I have not met my partner before, I am 
certain that we'll share a common understanding.        

I am not too sure my partner and I will have much of an 
understanding.        



Using the scale provided, please indicate how true you think each statement is of your partner.
Totally
untrue

Untrue
Somewhat

untrue
Undecided

Somewhat
true

True
Totally

true
It is easy for my partner to imagine how the upcoming 
interaction will go.        

My partner can visualize how interacting with me will be.        
It is not too hard for my partner to think of how our time 
together will unfold.        

Even though we have not met before, my partner is 
certain that we'll share a common understanding.        

My partner is not too sure we will have much of an 
understanding.        



Using the scale provided, please indicate how true each statement is to you regarding your upcoming interaction.
Totally
untrue

Untrue
Somewhat

untrue
Undecided

Somewhat
true

True
Totally
true

It is easy for me to envision my partner imagining how the 
upcoming interaction will go.        

I can envision my partner visualizing how interacting with me 
will be.        

It is not too hard for me to envision my partner thinking about 
how our time together will unfold.        

Even though I have not met my partner before, I can 
envision that my partner will be certain that we'll share a 
common understanding.

       

I cannot envision how sure my partner will be that we will 
have much of an understanding.        



Directions: This scale consists of a number of words that describe different feelings and emotions. Read each item 
and then select the rating provided which best represents how you feel RIGHT NOW, that is, at the present moment:

RIGHT NOW ...
Not at all  A little Moderately  Quite a bit Extremely

How interested do you feel?      
How distressed do you feel?      
How excited do you feel?      
How upset do you feel?      
How strong do you feel?      
How guilty do you feel?      
How scared do you feel?      
How hostile do you feel?      
How enthusiastic do you feel?      
How proud do you feel?      
How irritable do you feel?      
How alert do you feel?      
How ashamed do you feel?      
How inspired do you feel?      
How nervous do you feel?      
How determined do you feel?      
How attentive do you feel?      
How jittery do you feel?      
How active do you feel?      
How afraid do you feel?      



We'd like you to respond to the next set of items by thinking about your social skills as a resource to draw upon. For instance, 
someone who is highly socially skilled would be more at ease during a social interaction than would be someone who is less 
socially skilled. Using the scale below please indicate how socially skilled you think you will be during your upcoming 
interaction.

In the upcoming interaction, I see MYSELF as ...
Not

resourceful
at all

Very
unresourceful

Somewhat
unresourceful

Neither
resourceful or
unresourceful

Somewhat
resourceful

Very
resourceful

Extremely
resourceful

Making a good first 
impression        

Minimizing social 
awkwardness        

Being at ease        
Making my partner feel at 
ease        

Taking time to listen to my 
partner and showing 
interest in what they have 
to say

       

Being interesting to my 
partner        



Now, using the same scale of social skills please indicate how socially skilled you think YOUR PARTNER will be during your 
upcoming interaction.

In the upcoming interaction, I see MY PARTNER as ...
Not

resourceful
at all

Very
unresourceful

Somewhat
unresourceful

Neither
resourceful or
unresourceful

Somewhat
resourceful

Very
resourceful

Extremely
resourceful

Making a good first 
impression        

Minimizing social 
awkwardness        

Being at ease        
Making me feel at ease        
Taking time to listen to 
me and showing interest 
in what I have to say

       

Being interesting to me        



Finally, using the same scale of social skills please indicate how socially skilled YOUR PARTNER thinks YOU WILL BE will be 
during your upcoming interaction.

In the upcoming interaction, MY PARTNER sees ME as ...
Not

resourceful
at all

Very
unresourceful

Somewhat
unresourceful

Neither
resourceful or
unresourceful

Somewhat
resourceful

Very
resourceful

Extremely
resourceful

Making a good first 
impression        

Minimizing social 
awkwardness        

Being at ease        
Making them feel at ease        
Taking time to listen to 
them and showing 
interest in what they have 
to say

       

Being interesting to them        


